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Abstract
We study N “ p2, 4, 8q supersymmetric extensions of the three dimensional BMS algebra
(BMS3) with most generic possible central extensions. We find that N -extended super-
symmetric BMS3 algebras can be derived by a suitable contraction of two copies of the
extended superconformal algebras. Extended algebras from all the consistent contractions
are obtained by scaling left-moving and right-moving supersymmetry generators symmet-
rically, while Virasoro and R-symmetry generators are scaled asymmetrically. On the way,
we find that the BMS/GCA correspondence does not in general hold for supersymmetric
systems. Using the β-γ and the b-c systems, we construct free field realisations of all the
extended super-BMS3 algebras.
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1 Introduction
In the last few years there has been a renewed interest in the infinite dimensional algebra of
boundary-condition-preserving symmetries of asymptotically flat spacetimes at null infinity,
originally discovered by Bondi, van der Burg, Metzner, Sachs (BMS) more than half a
century ago [1, 2].
These (global) symmetries, originally discovered in the four dimensional context, consist
of a semi-direct product of an infinite dimensional group of angle dependent translations
along the null time coordinate and the Lorentz group. A local version of the BMS sym-
metry can also be obtained if one allows the Killing vector at asymptotic infinity of the
spacetime to be finitely singular, i.e., to be a meromorphic function: in this case the BMS
group consists of a product of supertranslations and another infinite dimensional group of
symmetries called super rotations [3, 4]. In either case, BMS symmetries contain the usual
1
global Poincare´ and Lorentz group as a normal subgroup. This observation will be useful
in what follows.
It is important to stress that BMS symmetries, in their global or local form, are not
isometries of flat spacetimes at infinity. A flat solution is transformed into another flat
solution containing soft gravitational hair (Goldstone bosons arising from the broken global
invariance of the vacuum). Since the BMS algebra is the semi-direct product of two infinite
dimensional algebras, the amount of soft hair that can be produced is also infinite.
The seminal works of Strominger et al. [6, 7, 8, 9] shed some light on the connection
between BMS symmetries and the soft graviton (and photon) theorems proved by Weinberg
[5]. They showed that a diagonal subgroup of the BMS symmetries defined on I´ and I`
is an exact symmetry of the S-matrix of a gravitational (or gauge) theory. This has led to
an improved understanding of the relevance of BMS symmetries, and it is believed that the
analysis of boundary-conditions-preserving symmetries on a null surface might have many
more surprises in store.
Quite recently, for instance, there have been several papers aimed at improving our
understanding of gravitational waves and their scattering amplitudes, the so-called gravi-
tational memory effect [10, 11], and at resolving some important open problems in physics,
such as the information paradox [12]. Additionally, in [12] the black hole horizon, and
not just null infinity, was considered as a boundary of the spacetime, and by solving the
constrained Killing equations, the presence of an infinite amount of soft hair at the hori-
zon of a black hole was established. This possibility is quite tempting in that it seem to
pave the way for a quantum description of black holes, including their microscopic and
statistical entropy [13, 14, 15, 16] without the use of supersymmetry 6. Especially inter-
esting are the results obtained in [14, 15]: the former paper treats two simple cases of 3-
and 4-dimensional black holes with certain boundary conditions at the horizon while the
latter one treats a different 3-dimensional solution. Their results are similar in that they
connect the statistical entropy with the zero modes of the boundary-condition-preserving
symmetries at the horizons. However, the details of the computations show that starting
from very specific boundary conditions, one can be led to algebras very different from the
standard BMS algebra (or its generalizations), such as the Heisenberg algebra [15].
The results of [16] are, in a sense, even stronger: among all the infinite microstates
available, which preserve the boundary conditions at the horizon and at infinity, the only
‘physical’ ones exist at the horizon but have vanishing Virasoro generators at infinity. Using
6Indeed, little is known about the microscopics of non-supersymmetric black holes. The only explicit
results are for the statistical entropy of solutions with an AdS3 factor in the near-horizon geometry [17]
(see next footnote), or connected to those via dimensional reductions. Note that to obtain the matching
between macroscopic and statistical entropies, the inclusion of the full effective higher derivative corrections
is paramount [19].
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the Hardy-Ramanujan expansion, the area law is obtained. It is worth mentioning that
the use of conformal methods at the horizon was already proposed by Carlip [20] almost a
couple of decades ago, as an extension to any dimension of the famous results of Strominger
valid only in three dimensions [17]7. However, the final results were strongly dependent
on a very specific set of coordinates. Later on, it was shown [22] that a set of boundary
conditions at the horizon of a 4d Kerr black hole exists, such that the algebra of boundary-
condition-preserving symmetries is a copy of the Virasoro algebra, and again the entropy
was computed through the use of the Cardy formula. None of the above results, however,
contained intuition about the presence of soft hair and more importantly a precise counting
of microstates, necessary for a complete quantum description of black hole solutions, was
lacking.
In order to make contact with the all-orders (not just leading-order) microscopic count-
ing results in the literature, which rely on supersymmetry, we would like to investigate
supersymmetric extensions of BMS symmetries. The BPS black hole degeneracy could
then be compared with the counting of soft hair of the extended supersymmetric BMS
algebra. Although ideally we would like to carry out this comparison in four dimensions,
in the present paper we will consider examples of extended N “ p2, 4, 8q supersymmetric
BMS3 algebras.
The N “ 1 supersymmetric extension of BMS4 was already obtained many years ago
[23, 24] and more recently, in the context of string theory, in [25]. In a recent paper Barnich
et al. [26] addressed the problem in 3 dimensions and, using a set of very specific boundary
conditions, obtained the N “ 1 super BMS3 charge algebra as a flat limit of the algebra
of charges of asymptotically AdS3 spaces, namely the super-Virasoro algebra. We follow
a similar procedure and obtain N -extended (N “ 2, 4, 8) super-BMS3 algebras. To find
the superalgebras we must choose the flat limit to be such that the anticommutator of two
supersymmetries closes into a translation, given the fact that a subgroup of the full super-
BMS algebras must be equivalent to the physical super Poincare´ algebra. Additionally,
different supercharges should anti-commute. Thus we require: tQI , pQJq:u “ δIJ P .
The precise scaling of super-Virasoro generators required to obtain a super-BMS algebra
admits some ambiguities, and we will attempt to resolve these in the present paper. For
example in the N “ 1 supersymmetric case, the original superconformal algebra only has
a single chiral supercharge and therefore it has to be scaled by itself. However once we
start with at least N “ p1, 1q supersymmetry, one encounters the possibly of either scaling
7Strominger obtained the entropy of asymptotically locally AdS3 black holes using the Cardy formula,
which computes the statistical entropy of states in a two dimensional CFT. This result was in turn obtained
by exploiting the correspondence between the algebra of asymptotic charges of AdS3 spacetimes and the
Virasoro algebra [21], which can be considered a progenitor of the AdS/CFT correspondence.
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them independently and symmetrically, or else taking linear combinations of left and right-
moving supercharges and scaling them asymmetrically, as is done with Virasoro generators.
The same question arises for R-symmetry generators.
We will find that in fact all bosonic generators must be scaled in an asymmetric way,
while the supersymmetry generators need to be scaled in a symmetric fashion. This has a
consequence for the proposed relation between the BMS and Galilean Conformal Algebras
[27]. As we will see, in the presence of supersymmetry this correspondence no longer holds.
Another important observation is that the BMS algebra which we find as the Ino¨nu¨-Wigner
contraction of various superconformal algebras, is not the most generic centrally extended
algebra. This is because the relation among different central charges in a superconformal
theory is “broken” by the contraction process. We will address this point in section 4.
Finally, we will provide the free-field realizations of our various extended super-BMS3
algebras, as was done recently for the N “ 1 super-BMS algebra[28].
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we show explicitly that the Poincare´
algebra in 3 dimensions is a subalgebra of BMS3. This result will be important in the next
sections, since the extended super-BMS3 algebras we find must contain, as a subalgebra,
the super-Poincare´ algebra in 3 dimensions. In Sections 3,4,5 we construct the possible
N “ 2, 4, 8 super-BMS3 algebras arising from consistent contractions of the asymptotic
symmetry algebra, isomorphic to the extended super-Virasoro algebra. In each of the sec-
tions we also present the free field realizations for each case, via the usual bosonic β ´ γ
system and the addition of Grassmann-odd ghost b´ c systems relevant to the supersym-
metric extensions. While the choice of the contraction for the minimally extended case is
straighforwardly obtained in analogy to the N “ 1 case, the N “ 4, 8 cases need more
attention, as R-symmetry generators will in general be present. For this reason, section
4 treats in detail the available scalings for the R-currents, out of which the asymmetric
scaling is singled out as the only one which allows R-symmetry to be present in the final
algebra. This hints at which scaling must be used also in the maximally extended case
treated in Section 5 to obtain a proper N “ 8 super-BMS3 algebra. In fact for N “ 8, sym-
metric scalings for the R-currents give rise to an inconsistent contraction, which confirms
the N “ 4 observation. In hindsight, by a reverse argument we could have started from
the N “ 8 case, where only the asymmetric contraction for the R-currents is consistent,
and used it to discover the N “ 4 case as a subalgebra. Finally, we present a summary
of the results in section 6. We also have two appendices: in the first one we present all
other possibilities for the well defined contraction of the supersymmetry generators in the
N “ 2 case, and show that the BMS3/GCA2 isomorphism, proposed in [27] does not hold
at the supersymmetric level 8. The second appendix shows the existence of two inequiva-
8An analogous observation has been made by analyzing the representation theory of both algebras [29]
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lent N “ 2 super-BMS3 algebras, arising from contractions respectively of the p2, 0q and
p1, 1q Virasoro algbra. In principle, such arguments can also be generalized to the N “ 4
case where, for instance, inequivalent contractions of the p2, 2q and p4, 0q cases can be
considered.
2 Poincare´ as a subgroup of BMS3 in flat Minkowski
We want to study the behavior of global residual supersymmetries along the null directions
of the asymptotically flat space-time. This will be obtained by carrying out suitable scalings
on the asymptotic symmetries for asymptotically AdS space-times, namely superconformal
symmetries. In the bosonic case, there is more than one way to perform such scalings on
combined left- and right-moving generators. One way of doing so violates the mode number,
while the other way preserves it. This in particular manifests itself in the isomorphism
between the BMS3 and Galilean Conformal (GCA2) algebras[27]. For supersymmetry one
may anticipate that something similar should hold. However, as we will soon see, this
does not happen. In fact, one can start from physical constraints to select the correct
BMS algebra: we impose that the anticommutators of a supercharge with its Hermitian
conjugate must be proportional to a translation generator with a positive coefficient.
tQI , pQIq:u „ P (2.1)
As we will show, this constraint is sufficient to uniquely determine all the supersymmetric-
extended BMS3 algebras and implies that they differ from the super-GCA2 algebras.
Before treating the supersymmetric extensions of BMS we will need to identify the
Poincare´ subgroup inside the BMS3 group. Although this has already been stated in
some earlier works ([32]), we present here a systematic procedure to arrive at the Poincare´
subgroup. Eventually, we shall extend this procedure to supersymmetric cases. Let us
start with a generic metric in the BMS gauge (which includes Bondi coordinates)[34]:
ds2 “ e2β V
r
du2 ´ 2 e2β du dr ` r2 e2ϕ pdφ´ U duq2 ,
gµν “
¨
˚˝ e
2β V
r
´e2β ´r2 e2ϕ U
´e2β 0 0
´r2 e2ϕ U 0 r2 e2ϕ
˛
‹‚ (2.2)
and in the context of (non-supersymmetric) higher spin symmetries [30]. Furthermore the N “ 2 BMS3
algebra we will present was already derived in the context of the two dimensional null string and spinning
ambitwistor string [31]. We thanks Max Riegler and Piotr Tourkine for bringing these references to our
attention.
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We will initially focus on flat Minkowski spacetime, which is given by ϕ “ β “ U “ 0 and
V “ ´r. In the general case, which we will analyze later, each of these functions has a
non-trivial fall-off condition as we approach null infinity. We start with flat space in 3D
parametrised as:
ds2 “ ´dt2 ` dx2 ` dy2 , (2.3)
with x “ r cos φ, y “ r sin φ, u “ t ´ r , r “
a
x2 ` y2. We want to understand how a
rigid translation of all the coordinates pt, x, yq is represented in the BMS frame, specifically
on the u-coordinate.
Let us assume that under rigid translations t Ñ t1 “ t ` a, x Ñ x1 “ x ` b and
y Ñ y1 “ y ` c. This means that:
u1 “ t1 ´ r1 “ t` a ´
a
px` bq2 ` py ` cq2
„ t` a ´ rp1` 1
r
pb cos φ` c sinφq `Opb2, c2qq
“ u` a´ b cosφ´ c sinφ`Opb2, c2q
“ u` a´ 1
2
pb´ i cq ei φ ´ 1
2
pb` i cqe´i φ `Opb2, c2q (2.4)
where, instead of expanding in large r, we have expanded in the small translation param-
eters. This way we can extend our definitions to the bulk, where r takes a finite value.
As is easily seen, the translations of the coordinates pt, x, yq correspond to a supertrans-
lation of the u coordinate, parametrized by the basis vectors ei n φ with n “ ´1, 0, 1 and
linear combinations thereof. The coefficients of these basis vectors give us the translation
parameters.
Note that in general such transformation will change the coordinates r (obviously) and
φ (less obvious but still true), i.e.
tanφ1 “ y
1
x1
“ y ` c
x` b “
y
x
`
1´ b
x
` c
y
˘ “ tanφ´ 1
x
`
b tanφ´ c˘. (2.5)
The last terms, expanded in terms of the small translation parameters could be equivalently
expanded in terms of large r and immediately one notices that the change in φ is suppressed
in powers of 1{x „ 1{r.
Thus we have identified the generators of the translation subgroup of BMS. Next we
want to identify the 3 generators of Lorentz transformations (1 rotations, 2 boosts). To
do so we look at the complete form of the Killing vectors of the above metric, with fall-off
conditions fixed by the requirement of the BMS gauge. The most general result for the
Killing vectors, which can be extended also to the bulk [34], is given by (the form of the
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metric is invariant up to subleading terms in r) :
$’’’’’&
’’’’’’%
ξu “ f , f “ eϕ
´
T pφq `
ż u
0
du1 e´ϕpBφ Y pφq ` Y pφq Bφ ϕq
¯
ξφ “ Y pφq ´ e´2ϕ Bφ f
ż 8
r
dr1 r1
´2
e2β
ξr “ ´r
´
Bφ ξφ ´ Bφf U ` ξφ Bφ ϕ` f Buϕ
¯
(2.6)
Again, for the specific example of Minkowski, the above components simplify greatly, giv-
ing: $’’&
’’%
ξu “ f , f “ T pφq ` u Bφ Y pφq
ξφ “ Y pφq ´ 1
r
Bφ f
ξr “ ´r Bφ ξφ (2.7)
Note that T and Y are integration constants. At null infinity, i.e., when r Ñ 8, these
vectors become the Killing vectors, and are simplified further.
Let us see the action of these vector fields on the metric. First of all, we write down the
decomposition in terms of a basis dictated by the angular coordinate φ. One can take einφ
to generate the supertranslations and, at the same time, the conformal reparametrizations
of the circle which are, in fact, Lorentz transformations. Hence we have:
ξ¯T,Y “
`
T pφq ` u Bφ Y pφq
˘Bu ` `Y pφq ´ 1
r
Bφ f
˘Bφ ´ r Bφ ξφ Br (2.8)
Let us now take the limit r Ñ8 and obtain:
ξ¯T,Y “
`
T pφq ` u Bφ Y pφq
˘Bu ` Y pφqBφ ´ r Bφ Y pφq Br (2.9)
where the last term can be dropped, because, in taking the limit r Ñ 8, no function or
field will depend on r anymore, or equivalently, we can take a surface r “ const and r very
large and see the action of the vector ξ¯ on the metric defined on that surface, etc. As we
anticipated the Killing vectors can be decomposed in terms of a basis, as follows:
Jn “ tξ¯T,Y : T “ 0 , Y “ ei n φu
Pn “ tξ¯T,Y : T “ ei n φ , Y “ 0u (2.10)
We have identified the 3 generators tn which give proper translations in spacetime.
The next step is to identify the Lorentz transformations. Note that there exists one
such Lorentz transformation which will rotate the circle but does not change the coordinate
u. This corresponds in fact to the rotations of the circle, which is trivially given by J0,
which gives ξ¯ “ Bφ as usual. The other two Lorentz boosts will mix the coordinates φ
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with t and r, or u and r, in general. Those are given by J1 and J´1, as it is easy to
check, by writing down the algebra relations of these 3 generators and see that it closes
into itself. Furthermore, if we now add P0, P´1 and P1 to the mix we obtain exactly the
Poincare´ subalgebra at infinity9. Thus, we explicitly understand how global Poincare´ is a
subalgebra of BMS3 algebra.
In following sections, we will present supersymmetric extensions of BMS3 algebra.
These algebras are not so well-understood physically. Our guideline to write to such alge-
bras will be to: 1) define a proper contraction to get a finite algebra and 2) identify the
global super-Poincare´ sub-algebra inside them. As we shall see below, contraction can be
carried out in different ways leading to different algebras, but some of them do not contain
the proper super-Poincare´ algebra and therefore can be rejected on physical grounds.
3 N “ 2 super-BMS3 algebra
We can now start to write down extended super-BMS3 algebras. Three-dimensional N “ 1
super-BMS has already been presented in [35] and a free-field realization of the same was
given in [26]. Here, we first extend the BMS algebra in 3d to the super-BMS algebra with
N “ 2. We also provide a free-field realization of this extended algebra.
3.1 Construction of N “ 2 super-BMS algebra
Let us start from the N “ 1 case dealt with in [26, 35], in connection to gauged super-
gravity. In [26] the algebra of asymptotically AdS3 backgrounds closes into two copies of
the Virasoro algebra, one of which is augmented by supersymmetry. This corresponds to
p1, 0q supersymmetry. Specifically, the algebra reads (here we use commutators, instead of
Poisson brackets):
rLm, Lns “ pm´ nqLm`n ` c
12
mpm2 ´ 1q δm`n,0 , rLm, Qrs “
`
m
2
´ r˘Qm`r ,
rL¯m, L¯ns “ pm´ nq L¯m`n ` c¯
12
mpm2 ´ 1q δm`n,0 , tQr, Qsu “ Lr`s ` c
6
r2 δr`s,0 . (3.1)
Note that there are no Q¯ generators in this system.
From this, by performing a suitable contraction one obtains the asymptotic algebra
of N “ 1 supergravity on asymptotically flat space. This corresponds to the minimal
supersymmetrization of the BMS3 algebra. To perform the contraction, we need to redefine
9Which, up to some field dependent terms, can be extended to the null generators in the bulk of
Minkowski spacetime (the fields φ, U , etc will still remain fixed, only the r´dependence will change,
making the explicit form of the vector field ξ¯ slightly more complicated).
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our generators and take the (flat-space) limit LÑ8 or, equivalently ǫ “ 1
L
Ñ 0:
Pm “ lim
ǫÑ0
ǫ pLm ` L¯´mq , Jm “ lim
ǫÑ0
pLm ´ L¯´mq , Qr “ lim
ǫÑ0
?
ǫQr ,
c1 “ lim
ǫÑ0
pc´ c¯q , c2 “ lim
ǫÑ0
ǫ pc` c¯q . (3.2)
As is well-known, the left-and right-moving modes of the original pair of Virasoro algebras
need to be combined with equal and opposite indices and the two combinations scaled
asymmetrically, as above, in order to get the BMS algebra. In the limit, the algebra for
Pm, Jm, and Qr reads
10:
rJm, Jns “ pm´ nq Jm`n ` c1
12
mpm2 ´ 1q δm`n,0 ,
rJm, Pns “ pm´ nqPm`n ` c2
12
mpm2 ´ 1q δm`n,0 ,
rPm, Pns “ 0 , rPm,Qrs “ 0 ,
rJm,Qrs “
`
m
2
´ r˘Qm`r , tQr,Qsu “ Pr`s ` c2
6
r2 δr`s,0 . (3.3)
To keep our results completely general, we have considered the case c ‰ c¯. This is the
N “ 1 BMS3 algebra presented in [26, 35]. Notice that while the Virasoro generators L, L¯
are combined into two linear combinations that are scaled asymmetrically, the supercharge
is just scaled directly without taking any linear combination (there is no other choice here,
since there is one holomorphic supercharge and no anti-holomorphic one). Notice also that
the relative signs between the Virasoro generators L, L¯ in P and J are uniquely determined.
Choosing the reverse of the signs above leads to a divergent limit.
Now we extend this to an N “ 2 BMS3 algebra. The starting point this time will be
the p1, 1q superconformal algebra, which is two copies of the chiral N “ 1 superconformal
algebra11:
rLm, Lns “ pm´ nqLm`n ` c
12
mpm2 ´ 1q δm`n,0 ,
rL¯m, L¯ns “ pm´ nq L¯m`n ` c¯
12
mpm2 ´ 1q δm`n,0 ,
rLm, Qrs “
`
m
2
´ r˘Qm`r , rL¯m, Q¯rs “ `m2 ´ r˘ Q¯m`r ,
tQr, Qsu “ Lr`s ` c
6
ˆ
r2 ´ 1
4
˙
δr`s,0 , tQ¯r, Q¯su “ L¯r`s ` c¯
6
ˆ
r2 ´ 1
4
˙
δr`s,0 . (3.4)
We will scale the Virasoro generators as before, but for the supercharges there seems to
be more than one choice. Either one can scale both of them in the same way, or one can
10The notation used here differs from that in our last paper. The generators Jm, Pm here were denoted
as Lm, Mm in [28].
11There is another way to get to this algebra, by starting with the N “ p2, 0q superconformal algebra.
We will analyze this construction in appendix B in detail.
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combine their left and right-movers and scale the linear combinations differently. For the
first option, we define the scaled generators:
Q1r “ lim
ǫÑ0
?
ǫQr , Q
2
r “ lim
ǫÑ0
?
ǫ Q¯´r . (3.5)
The scaling performed in Eq. (3.5) will be referred to as “symmetric scaling” because
the factor of ǫ is the same for both holomorphic and anti-holomorphic generators of the
original superconformal algebra. Notice, however, that the re-definition is not completely
symmetric since the mode number is preserved on the holomorphic side but flipped on the
anti-holomorphic side.
After taking the ǫÑ 0 limit one recovers the following super-BMS3 algebra:
rJm, Jns “ pm´ nq Jm`n ` c1
12
mpm2 ´ 1q δm`n,0 ,
rJm, Pns “ pm´ nqPm`n ` c2
12
mpm2 ´ 1q δm`n,0 ,
rPm, Pns “ 0 , rPm,Qar s “ 0 ,
rJm,Qar s “
`
m
2
´ r˘Qam`r ,
tQar ,Qbsu “
1
2
δab
„
Pr`s ` c2
6
ˆ
r2 ´ 1
4
˙
δr`s,0

, (3.6)
where a, b “ 1, 2. This is the most generic centrally extended three dimensional N “ 2
super BMS3 algebra, that one obtains by contraction of the corresponding superconformal
algebra. We see that the translation subgroup of the BMS algebra appears on the right
hand side of the anti-commutator of both superchargesQ˘, just as expected in supergravity.
Indeed the super-Poincare´ algebra has the following generators:
J˘1, J0, P˘1, P0,Q˘ 1
2
.
The second option corresponds to “asymmetric scaling” where one takes linear combi-
nations like Qr ˘ Q¯´r and scales the two differently. It is easy to verify that this approach
does not lead to a consistent algebra, because one anti-commutator involving the resulting
supercharges turns out to be divergent. Details are provided in appendix A.
Let us recall here that in the bosonic case, the BMS algebra was found to be isomorphic
to the Galilean Conformal Algebra (GCA), even though the latter involves a different
contraction of the conformal generators. Specifically, in the GCA one performs asymmetric
scaling of the linear combinations Ln ˘ L¯n, unlike BMS where one takes the combinations
Ln¯ L¯´n. Despite the different combinations, after asymmetric scaling one finds the same
algebra. This was dubbed the BMS/GCA correspondence. Clearly it is of interest to know
if this correspondence extends to the supersymmetric case. The supersymmetric Galilean
Conformal Algebra (SGCA) with N “ 2 supersymmetry has been constructed in Ref.[36]
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using asymmetric scaling of linear combinations of the supercharges of the form Qr ˘ Q¯r.
However, as we pointed out above, asymmetric scaling of supercharges does not lead to a
valid algebra in the BMS case. It follows that in the presence of extended supersymmetry,
the “BMS/GCA correspondence” of Ref.[27] does not hold. Therefore this correspondence
appears to be an accidental connection limited to the bosonic case.
3.2 Free-field realization of N “ 2 super-BMS
A free-field realization of the N “ 1 super-BMS3 algebra was presented in Ref.[28]. Here
we present a realization of the N “ 2 algebra along those lines. We introduce a bosonic
β ´ γ system of dimensions p2,´1q and two independent pairs of Grassmann-odd b ´ c
ghost systems of dimensions p3
2
,´1
2
q12. These ghost fields satisfy the operator product
expansions:
γpzqβpwq „ 1
z ´ w, b
apzqcbpwq „ δ
ab
z ´ w. (3.7)
The free-field realization is most conveniently understood after writing the BMS algebra
in terms of operators. We therefore define:
T pzq “
ÿ
nPZ
Jnz
´n´2
P pzq “
ÿ
nPZ
Pnz
´n´2
Qapzq “
ÿ
rPZ` 1
2
Qar z
´r´ 3
2
(3.8)
The OPE form of N “ 2 super-BMS3 can be easily derived from Eq. (3.6) above:
T pzqT pwq „ 1
2
c1
pz ´ wq4 ` 2
T pwq
pz ´ wq2 `
BT
z ´ w
T pzqP pwq „ 1
2
c2
pz ´ wq4 ` 2
P pwq
pz ´ wq2 `
BP
z ´ w
T pzqQapwq „
3
2
Qapwq
pz ´ wq2 `
BQa
z ´ w
QapzqQbpwq „ 1
3
c2
pz ´ wq3 δ
ab ` P pwq
z ´ wδ
ab
(3.9)
12We have chosen our notation to avoid confusion between the ghosts c1, c2 and the central charges c1, c2.
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We now choose the N “ 2 super-BMS3 generators as:
T pzq “ ´3
2
: b1Bc1 : pzq ` 1
2
: c1Bb1 : pzq ´ 3
2
: b2Bc2 : pzq
` 1
2
: c2Bb2 : pzq ´ 2 : βBγ : pzq´ : γBβ : pzq ´ λB3γpzq
P pzq “ βpzq
Q1pzq “ b1pzq ` 1
2
: βc1 : pzq ` λ B2c1pzq
Q2pzq “ b2pzq ` 1
2
: βc2pzq : `λ B2c2pzq
(3.10)
where T pzq and P pzq generate the three-dimensional BMS algebra and Q1 and Q2 are the
supersymmetry currents. With this choice we get the desired OPE’s of eq.(3.9). This free
field realization fixes the central charge c1 “ ´4 and c2 “ 12λ. The first one, c1, can be
made arbitrary by adding independent canonical free fields to this system.
4 N “ 4 super-BMS3 algebra
To obtain a N “ 4 BMS algebra we start from a theory of gauged supergravity, as be-
fore, admitting (2,2) supersymmetry. As the previous example taught us, we need to
use asymmetric scaling for the bosonic generators Ln, L¯n and symmetric scaling for the
fermionic ones, to obtain a supersymmetric BMS algebra with the correct Poincare´ subal-
gebra. The novel feature in this case is the appearance of an R-symmetry generator Rm in
the N “ 2 super-Virasoro algebra, under which the supercharges carry charges ˘1. The
algebra reads13:
rLm, Lns “ pm´ nqLm`n ` c
12
mpm2 ´ 1q δm`n,0 , rRm, Rns “ c
3
mδm`n,0 ,
rLm, Rns “ ´nRm`n , rLm, Q˘r s “
`
m
2
´ r˘Q˘m`r , rRm, Q˘r s “ ˘Q˘r`m ,
tQ`r , Q´s u “ Lr`s ` 12 pr ´ sqRr`s `
c
6
pr2 ´ 1
4
q δr`s,0 , tQ˘r , Q˘s u “ 0 (4.1)
together with an identical anti-holomorphic counterpart with central charge c¯. Note that
pQ`r q: “ Q´´r and similarly for Q¯.
In order to be completely general we will analyze both possible types of scalings (sym-
metric and asymmetric) for the R-currents in the following, and will find that only the
asymmetric scaling leads to a consistent algebra satisfying the physical requirement (2.1).
13 Note the factor in front of the central charge extension of the supercharge anti-commutator is now
changed by a factor of 2{3, compare [36] with [26] and [37].
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4.1 N “ 4 super-BMS3 with asymmetric scaling for the R-currents
To obtain the N “ 4 BMS algebra, we use the contraction (3.2) to which we add the
generalized (3.5) and the contractions for the new Up1q current generators:
Jm “ lim
ǫÑ0
pLm ´ L¯´mq , Pm “ lim
ǫÑ0
ǫpLm ` L¯´mq ,
Q1,˘r “ lim
ǫÑ0
?
ǫQ˘r , Q
2,˘
r “ lim
ǫÑ0
?
ǫ Q¯˘´r ,
c1 “ lim
ǫÑ0
pc´ c¯q , c2 “ lim
ǫÑ0
ǫ pc` c¯q ,
Rm “ lim
ǫÑ0
pRm ´ R¯´mq , Sm “ lim
ǫÑ0
ǫ pRm ` R¯´mq . (4.2)
The scaled supercharges satisfy: pQa,˘r q: “ Qa,¯´r , with a “ 1, 2.
After some simple computations, we recover the bosonic sector of the algebra (3.3) and
some additional relations:
rJm, Jns “ pm´ nq Jm`n ` c1
12
mpm2 ´ 1q δm`n,0 ,
rJm, Pns “ pm´ nqPm`n ` c2
12
mpm2 ´ 1q δm`n,0 ,
rPm, Pns “ 0, rPm,Sns “ 0, rPm,Rns “ ´nSm`n
rJm,Rns “ ´n Rm`n , rJm,Sns “ ´nSm`n
rRm,Rns “ c1
3
mδm`n,0 , rSm,Sns “ 0 , rRm,Sns “ c2
3
mδm`n,0
rPm,Qa,˘r s “ 0 , rJm,Qa,˘r s “
´m
2
´ r
¯
Q
a,˘
m`r
rRm,Q1,˘r s “ ˘Q1,˘m`r , rRm,Q2,˘r s “ ¯Q2,˘m`r , rSm,Qa,˘s “ 0 ,
tQ1,˘r ,Q1,¯s u “
1
2
„
Pr`s ` 1
2
pr ´ sqSr`s ` c2
6
pr2 ´ 1
4
qδr`s,0

tQ2,˘r ,Q2,¯s u “
1
2
„
Pr`s ´ 1
2
pr ´ sqSr`s ` c2
6
pr2 ´ 1
4
qδr`s,0

tQa,˘r ,Qb,˘s u “ 0 a ‰ b. (4.3)
where the index a, b “ 1, 2. We see that the anticommutator of each supercharge with
its Hermitian conjugate closes into a linear combination of P and S plus a central term,
with the coefficient of S taking opposite signs for a “ 1, 2. The anticommutator of each
supercharge with itself vanishes – as expected, given that the result has R-charge 2. The
super-Poincare´ algebra sits inside this algebra and the corresponding generators are :
J˘1, J0, P˘1, P0,R0,Q
a,˘
˘ 1
2
. (4.4)
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4.2 N “ 4 super-BMS3 with symmetric scaling for R-currents
In principle there is another contraction that we might want to consider. Suppose instead
of asymmetrically scaling the sum and difference of the original R-charge, we scaled the
components symmetrically. Then the last line of Eq. (4.2) would be replaced by:
Rm “
?
ǫRm , Sm “
?
ǫ R¯´m . (4.5)
On carrying out this scaling, we find the algebra:
rJm, Jns “ pm´ nq Jm`n ` c1
12
mpm2 ´ 1q δm`n,0 ,
rJm, Pns “ pm´ nqPm`n ` c2
12
mpm2 ´ 1q δm`n,0 ,
rPm, Pns “ 0 , rPm,Sns “ 0 , rPm,Rns “ 0
rJm,Rns “ ´nRm`n , rJm,Sns “ ´nSm`n
rRm,Rns “ c2
6
mδm`n,0 , rSm,Sns “ ´c2
6
mδm`n,0 , rRm,Sns “ 0
rPm,Qa,˘r s “ 0 , rJm,Qa,˘r s “
´m
2
´ r
¯
Q
a,˘
m`r
rRm,Qa,˘r s “ 0 , rSm,Qa,˘s “ 0 , tQa,˘r ,Qb,˘s u “ 0 , a ‰ b
tQ1,˘r ,Q1,¯s u “
1
2
´
Pr`s ` 16 c2 r2 δr`s,0
¯
, tQ2,˘r ,Q2,¯s u “
1
2
´
Pr`s ` 16 c2 r2 δr`s,0
¯
.
We note that this algebra has no R-symmetry. Indeed, all bosonic operators commute with
the Qa,˘ other than Jm which just measures that its spin is
1
2
. Likewise, R and S commute
with everything except themselves, and with Jn which again measures that their spin is 1.
This algebra therefore appears trivial and is not the correct one to describe the asymptotic
symmetry of flat-space extended supergravity. Thus we conclude that the correct scaling
is the asymmetric one of Section (4.1) and the correct algebra is the one in Eq. (4.3). For
the case of N “ 8 super-BMS3 that we consider in the next section, we shall only study
the asymmetric scaling for R´currents.
4.3 Generic N “ 4 super-BMS3 algebra
The algebra in eq.(4.3) obtained using the Ino¨nu¨-Wigner contraction of the N “ 4 su-
perconformal algebra has specific relations among the central charges appearing in the
commutators. In particular, the central charge appearing in the rJm, Jns is related to the
central charge appearing in the rRm,Rns commutator. However, this condition turns out
to be too restrictive. To find the most general allowed central charges, one should use
the Jacobi identies. The central charges of the algebra before contraction were chosen to
satisfy the Jacobi identities of that algebra, therefore the same is true of the result after
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contraction. However, since the contracted algebra has fewer generators, it is logically pos-
sible that there may be greater freedom in choosing the central extensions of the contracted
algebra while continuing to satisfy the Jacobi identity of this algebra.
In fact, this is precisely the case for the N “ 4 super-BMS algebra given in eq.(4.3).
Using the commutation relations among the algebra elements and keeping the central
extensions arbitrary subject to the condition that they satisfy the Jacobi identity, we
find that the central term appearing the the rRm,Rns commutator is not related to that
in the rJm, Jns commutator. This is because these two were originally related to each
other through the central charge of the supersymmetry algebra. But after contraction,
the supersymmetry algebra produces the S generator on the right-hand-side instead of
the R-symmetry generator R. Thus a relation no longer holds between the Virasoro and
R-symmetry central charges, and the general N “ 4 super-BMS algebra therefore has
independent central terms in the rRm,Rns and rJm, Jns commutators.
From now on we will consider the N “ 4 super-BMS algebra with these central terms
being independent. Consistency of this algebra is confirmed by the free field realization
of this algebra. As we will see shortly, this realization naturally produces different central
charges for these two commutators. The central extension in the rRm,Rns commutator
can, if desired, be varied by adding more free fields to the base system.
4.4 Free-Field Realization of this Algebra
As in the previous case, we present the free-field realizations of this most generic N “ 4
extended super BMS3 algebra. Accordingly, the central charge in the R´R OPE is now
labelled c3. The free-field realization supports our claim of the last section, that it provides
us independent central terms for J ´ J and R ´R commutators. Below, we first rewrite
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the algebra in terms of the OPE’s of various fields:
T pzqT pwq „
c1
2
pz ´ wq4 `
2T pwq
pz ´ wq2 `
BT
z ´ w, RpzqRpwq „
c3
3
1
pz ´ wq2 ,
T pzqP pwq „
c2
2
pz ´ wq4 `
2P pwq
pz ´ wq2 `
BP
z ´ w, SpzqRpwq „
c2
3
1
pz ´ wq2 ,
T pzqSpwq „ Spwqpz ´ wq2 `
BSpwq
z ´ w , T pzqRpwq „
Rpwq
pz ´ wq2 `
BRpwq
z ´ w ,
P pzqRpwq „ Spwqpz ´ wq2 `
BSpwq
z ´ w , P pzqQ
a,˘ „ 0,
T pzqQa,˘pwq „ 3
2
Qa,˘pwq
pz ´ wq2 `
BQa,˘
z ´ w , SpzqSpwq „ 0, P pzqSpwq „ 0,
SpzqQa˘pwq „ 0, RpzqQ1,˘pwq „ ˘ Q
1,˘
z ´ w, RpzqQ
2,˘pwq „ ¯ Q
2,˘
z ´ w,
Q1,˘pzqQ1,¯pwq „ 1
2
„
P pwq
z ´ w `
1
2
"
2Spwq
pz ´ wq2 `
BS
z ´ w
*
` c2
3
1
pz ´ wq3

,
Q2,˘pzqQ2,¯pwq „ 1
2
„
P pwq
z ´ w ´
1
2
"
2Spwq
pz ´ wq2 `
BS
z ´ w
*
` c2
3
1
pz ´ wq3

(4.6)
Let us now give a free-field representation of this algebra. For this we need the fields
pβ2, γ´1q, pβ1, γ0q and 4 pairs of fermionic fields pba,α, ca,αq where, a “ 1, 2 and α “ ˘.
With these, we define,
Tp2,´1q “ ´2β2Bγ´1 ´ γ´1Bβ2, Tp1,0q “ ´β1Bγ0,
T
a,α
p3{2,´1{2q “ ´
3
2
b
a,αBca,α ` 1
2
c
a,αBba,α.
(4.7)
Finally, we identify various N “ 4 fields as follows:
T “ Tp2,´1q ` Tp1,0q `
2ÿ
i“1
2ÿ
α“1
T
a,α
p3{2,´1{2q ´ λB3γ1´1 , P “ β2,
R “ Bγ0 ` κBβ1γ´1 ` κβ1Bγ´1 `
2ÿ
a“1
pba,αpσ3qαβ ca,βq , S “ ´κβ1
Qa,α “ 1
2
`
b
a,α ` β2pσ1qαβ ca,β ` ρBβ1piσ2qαβ ca,β ` 2ρβ1piσ2qαβ Bca,β ` ηpσ1qαβ B2ca,β
˘
(4.8)
This set of fields correctly reproduce the N “ 4 super BMS3 algebra, where we need to
identify pλ “ c2
12
, κ “ c2
3
, ρ “ c2
6
, η “ c2
6
q. We get c1 and c3, the central charges in the T ´T
and R ´R OPEs of the most generic BMS3 algebra respectively, fixed as c1 “ ´32 and
c3 “ 12. These two can be made arbitrary by adding independent free fields to our system.
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5 N“ 8 SBMS3
Finally, we look at systems with eight supercharges, i.e. N“ 8 SBMS3. This can be
obtained by contracting two copies of the N“ 4 superconformal algebra. In this section,
we shall consider two copies of small of N“ 4 superconformal algebra. The small N “
4 superconformal algebra is generated by bosonic currents T, J i with pi “ 1, 2, 3q and
fermionic currents Ga,α with pa, α “ 1, 2q. The central charge is related to the level of
the SUp2q currents. We present the algebra in terms of the modes pLm, T im, Qa,αr q for
holomorphic currents pT, J i, Ga,αq respectively. Similarly the antiholomorphic sector will
be represented by L¯m, T¯
,i
m, Q¯
a,α
r modes. The algebra reads as[38]:
rLm, Lns “ pm´ nqLm`n ` c
12
mpm2 ´ 1qδm`n,0, rLm, T ins “ ´nT im`n,
rLm, Qa,αr s “
´m
2
´ r
¯
Q
a,α
m`r, rT im, T jns “ iǫijkT km`n `
c
12
mδijδm`n,0,
rT im, Qa,1r s “ ´
1
2
`
σi
˘a
b
Q
b,1
m`r, rT im, Qa,2r s “
1
2
`
σ¯i
˘a
b
Q
b,2
m`r
tQa,`r , Qb,´s u “
„
δabLr`s ´ pr ´ sqpσiqabT ir`s `
c
6
pr2 ´ 1
4
qδabδr`s,0

. (5.1)
together with the anti-holomorphic counterpart with an independent central charge c¯.
Here, σ¯iab “ σiba and σi are the three Pauli matrices. In the next section, we present the
flat space limit of this algebra.
5.1 N=8 SBMS3 with asymmetric scaling for the R-currents
In the previous section, for N=4 SBMS3, we have already seen that only the asymmetric
scaling for the R-currents provide a sensible algebra with non-trivial R-symmetry. Hence,
in this section, we shall only present the results with asymmetric scaling. The symmet-
ric scaling is trivial as the earlier cases. Let us now define the following operators by
contracting the two copies of N“ 4 SCA.
Pm “ lim
ǫÑ0
ǫ
`
Lm ` L¯´m
˘
, Jm “ lim
ǫÑ0
`
Lm ´ L¯´m
˘
c1 “ lim
ǫÑ0
pc´ c¯q , c2 “ lim
ǫÑ0
ǫ pc` c¯q (5.2)
Rim “ lim
ǫÑ0
`
T im ` T¯ i´m
˘
, Sim “ lim
ǫÑ0
ǫ
`
T im ´ T¯ i´m
˘
Q1,a,αr “ lim
ǫÑ0
?
ǫQa,αr , Q
2,a,α
r “ lim
ǫÑ0
?
ǫQ¯
a,α
´r ,
where, a “ 1, 2 and α “ ˘. We then get the commutation relations,
rJm, Jns “ pm´ nq Jm`n ` c1
12
mpm2 ´ 1q δm`n,0 ,
“
Sim,S
j
n
‰ “ 0 ,
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rJm, Pns “ pm´ nqPm`n ` c2
12
mpm2 ´ 1q δm`n,0 , rPm, Pns “ 0 ,“
Pm,R
i
n
‰ “ ´nSim`n , “Pm,Sin‰ “ 0 , “Jm,Rin‰ “ ´nRim`n , “Jm,Sin‰ “ ´nSim`n“
Rim,R
j
n
‰ “ iǫijkRkm`n ` c112mδijδm`n,0 , rRim,Sjns “ i ǫijk Skm`n `
c2
12
mδijδm`n,0“
Pm,Q
A,a,α
r
‰ “ 0 , “Jm,QA,a,αr ‰ “
´m
2
´ r
¯
Q
A,a,α
m`r ,
“
Sim,Q
A,a,α
r
‰ “ 0 (5.3)
“
Rim,Q
A,a,1
r
‰ “ ´1
2
`
σi
˘a
b
Q
A,b,1
m`r ,
“
Rim,Q
A,a,2
r
‰ “ 1
2
`
σ¯i
˘a
b
Q
A,b,2
m`r
tQA,a,`r ,QA,b,´s u “
1
4
“
1` p´1qA`B‰
„
δabPr`s ´ pr ´ sqpσiqabSir`s `
c2
6
pr2 ´ 1
4
qδabδr`s,0

where A,B “ 1, 2. This is the N=8 SBMS3 algebra, with Rim being the modes of the R-
symmetry generators. Like the N “ 4 case, even this algebra is too restrictive in its central
extension. Applying Jacobi identity, we find as before that the most generic version of this
N “ 8 super BMS3 algebra has an independent central term c3in the R´R commutator.
Notice that, as in the earlier cases, we can clearly identify the super-Poincare´ algebra as
the sub algebra of this new algebra consisting of the following generators :
J˘1, J0, P˘1, P0,R
i
0
,Q
A,a,˘
˘ 1
2
. (5.4)
5.2 Free-Field Realization of this Algebra
Finally, we present the free-field realization of the most generic three dimensional N “ 8
super BMS3 algebra. For this, first we express the algebra in terms of operator product
expansions:
T pzqT pwq „
c1
2
pz ´ wq4 `
2T pwq
pz ´ wq2 `
BT
z ´ w, T pzqP pwq „
c2
2
pz ´ wq4 `
2P pwq
pz ´ wq2 `
BP
z ´ w,
RipzqRjpwq „ iǫ
ijkRk
z ´ w `
c3
12
δij
pz ´ wq2 , R
ipzqSjpwq „ iǫ
ijkSk
z ´ w `
c2
12
δij
pz ´ wq2 ,
T pzqSipwq „ S
ipwq
pz ´ wq2 `
BSipwq
z ´ w , T pzqR
ipwq „ R
ipwq
pz ´ wq2 `
BRipwq
z ´ w ,
P pzqRjpwq „ S
jpwq
pz ´ sq2 `
BSjpwq
z ´ w , T pzqQ
A,a,˘pwq „ 3
2
QA,a,˘pwq
pz ´ wq2 `
BQA,a,˘pwq
z ´ w ,
SipzqQA,a,˘pwq „ 0, SipzqSjpwq „ 0, P pzqSipwq „ 0, P pzqQA,a,˘ „ 0
RipzqQA,a,`pwq „ ´1
2
pσiqab QA,b,`pwq
z ´ w , , R
ipzqQA,a,´pwq „ 1
2
pσ¯iqab QA,b,´pwq
z ´ w ,
QA,a,˘pzqQB,b,¯pwq „ 1
2
δAB
„
δabP pwq
z ´ w ´ pσ
iqab
ˆ
Sipwq
pz ´ wq2 `
BSipwq
z ´ w
˙
` c2
3
1
pz ´ wq3

(5.5)
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Super BMS3 Global super-Poincare’
generators
Free fields
N=1 J˘1, J0, P˘1, P0,Q˘ 1
2
pβ2 ´ γ´1q and pb´ cq
N=2 J˘1, J0, P˘1, P0,Q
a
˘ 1
2
pβ2 ´ γ´1q and pba ´ caq
N=4 J˘1, J0, P˘1, P0,R0,Q
a,α
˘ 1
2
pβ2 ´ γ´1, β1 ´ γ0q and
pba,α ´ ca,αq
N=8 J˘1, J0, P˘1, P0,R
i
0
,Q
A,a,α
˘ 1
2
pβ2 ´ γ´1, βi1 ´ γi0q and
pbA,a,α ´ cA,a,αq
Table 1: The global super-Poincare generators and the free fields that represent the algebra are listed.
The indices pA, aq run over p1, 2q, α runs over p˘q and i runs over p1, 2, 3q.
For a free-field realization of N “ 8 BMS, we introduce one pair of conjugate bosonic
ghost-fields pβ2, γ´1q, three pairs of bosonic ghost fields pβi1, γi0q, i.e., i “ 1, 2, 3 and eight
pairs of fermionic ghost fields
`
b
A,a,α, cA,a,α
˘
where both A and a take the values 1 and 2,
and α “ ˘. Finally, using eqn. (4.7), the N “ 8-fields can be expressed as follows:
T “ Tp2,´1q `
3ÿ
i“1
T ip1,0q `
aÿ
A“1
2ÿ
a“1
ÿ
α“˘
T
A,a,α
p3{2,´1{2q ´ λB3γ´1 , P “ β2 ,
Ri “ Bγi
0
` κpβi
1
Bγ´1 ` Bβi1γ´1q ` iǫijkγj0βk1
` 1
2
c
A,a,αpσiqabpσ3qαβbA,b,β , Si “ ´κβi1 ,
QA,a,` “ 1
2
“
b
A,a,` ` β2pσ1q`´ cA,a,´ ` ρ pσjqae
 Bβi
1
piσ2q`´ cA,e,´
`2βi
1
piσ2q`´ BcA,e,´
(` η pσ1q`´ B2cA,a,´‰ ,
QA,a,´ “ 1
2
“
b
A,a,´ ` β2pσ1q´` cA,a,` ` ρ pσ¯jqae
 Bβi
1
piσ2q´` cA,e,`
`2βi
1
piσ2q´` BcA,e,`
(` η pσ1q´` B2cA,a,`‰ ,
(5.6)
where, repeated indices in the expressions of Ri and QA,a,α are summed. The parameters
λ, η, κ and ρ are not independent. We can write all these parameters in terms of c2 as
follows: λ “ c2
12
, η “ c2
6
, ρ “ ´ c2
12
and κ “ c2
12
. We find c1 “ ´88 and c3 “ 24.
6 Summary
In this paper we studied BMS3 algebras with N “ 2, 4 and 8 extended supersymmetry.
They were constructed by carrying out the Ino¨nu¨-Wigner contraction of appropriate super-
conformal algebras. We have also provided free field representations for all these algebras,
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on the lines of those provided for BMS3 and itsN “ 1 supersymmetric extension in [28]. We
found that although in principle there are various ways in which extended superconformal
algebras can be contracted, imposing the physical requirements that the super-Poincare´
algebra appears correctly and that there is a residual R-symmetry that rotates super-
charges into each other severely constrains the possible contractions. We found that only
the asymmetric scaling of the R-symmetry leads to a sensible extended super-BMS3 alge-
bra, where the R-symmetry rotates the supercharges into each other. Symmetric scaling
of the R-symmetry generators instead gives an algebra where the residual U(1) symmetry
commutes with supersymmetry.
We also explicitly constructed free field realizations of all the extended super-BMS3
algebras using the β´γ and b´c ghost systems. We found that the free field representation
for N “ 2 super-BMS3 case is a straightforward generalization of the one for N “ 1 super-
BMS3, but the N “ 4 and N “ 8 cases involve novel features due to the presence of
R-symmetry. In the case of N “ 4 we have U(1) R-symmetry and for N “ 8 we have
SU(2) R-symmetry. The latter case, due to the non-abelian R-symmetry, is quite tightly
constrained. The results are presented in the table 1 above.
In the N “ 4 and N “ 8 case we encountered an interesting phenomenon, which was in
fact uncovered by the free field realization of these algebras. As mentioned earlier one way
of obtaining these algebras is contraction of the superconformal algebra in two dimensions.
However, the original algebra restricts the central terms that appear in the contracted
algebra. Closure of the contracted algebra, however, allows more freedom in the central
terms. We showed that the simplest free field realization for these algebras indeed give rise
to distinct central terms, i.e. the central charge appearing in the R-symmetry commutators
is decoupled from the one appearing in the commutator of the super-rotation generators.
Free field realizations with equal central charges can also be obtained, but in that case they
are non-minimal, in the sense that we require additional fields to adjust the central term.
Another outcome of this investigation is the clear distinction between the super-BMS3
and super-GCA2 algebras. Although the bosonic GCA2 and BMS3 are isomorphic, this
correspondence does not extend to the super-BMS algebras. We studied a variety of con-
tractions of (1,1) superconformal algebras and in each case we found that in order to relate
the super-BMS3 to super-GCA2 we either have to give up on the Poincare´ subalgebra or
make the supercharges complex. In either case, there is no clear physical interpretation
that can justify the identification.
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A N “ 2 GCA2 and BMS3 algebras
The GCA2 algebra has been studied in detail in the literature, see for instance [39]. We will
briefly review the relevant results and comment on the isomorphism with the BMS3 algebra,
which at the supersymmetric level gets lifted. One starts from linear combinations of
holomorphic/anti-holomorphic Virasoro generators which maintain the mode number[27],
and scales asymmetrically as follows:
Pm “ lim
ǫÑ0
ǫ pLm ¯ L¯mq , Jm “ lim
ǫÑ0
pLm ˘ L¯mq . (A.1)
The commutators turn out to be:
rPm, Pns “ 0
rPm, Jns “ pm´ nq lim
ǫÑ0
ǫ pLm`n ´ L¯m`nq ` . . .
rJm, Jns “ pm´ nq lim
ǫÑ0
pLm`n ` L¯m`nq ` . . . (A.2)
Thus the algebra closes, and if we fix the signs in (A.1) to be minus in the definition of Pm
and plus sign in the definition of Jm then we recover the BMS3 algebra.
An N=2 generalisation of the GCA algebra was presented in Ref.[36]. It involves an
asymmetric scaling of the form:
Q1r “ lim
ǫÑ0
ǫ pQr ¯ Q¯rq , Q2r “ lim
ǫÑ0
pQr ˘ Q¯rq (A.3)
The choice of upper/lower signs is immaterial as it simply corresponds to a sign change for
Q¯. The resulting algebra is:
rPm,Q1rs “ 0 , rPm,Q2rs “
´m
2
´ r
¯
Q1m`r
rJm,Q1rs “
´m
2
´ r
¯
Q1m`r , rJm,Q2rs “
´m
2
´ r
¯
Q2m`r
tQ1r ,Q1su “ 0 , tQ1r ,Q2su “ 2Pr`s ` . . . , tQ2r ,Q2su “ 2 Jr`s ` . . . (A.4)
We can now examine whether this algebra is isomorphic to the N=2 super-BMS algebra in
Eq.(3.6). Clearly it is not: the supercharge anti-commutators can be diagonalised to find
that one of them has a negative right-hand-side. This shows that the N “ 2 super-GCA
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of Ref.[36] is not equivalent to the N “ 2 super-BMS3 algebra. Thus the BMS/GCA cor-
respondence does not hold in the supersymmetric case.
In [?], this asymptotic superalgebra is studied in detail and proven to arise from a ‘twisted’
novel supersymmetric theory in 3 dimensions.
One may try to scale the super-generators symmetrically:
Q`r “ lim
ǫÑ0
?
ǫQr, Q
´
r “ lim
ǫÑ0
?
ǫQ¯r (A.5)
This is similar (except for the fact that mode number is preserved) to the symmetric
scaling used in super-BMS, but the bosonic generators are scaled according to GCA and
the resulting algebra therefore contains:
rPm,Q˘r s “ 0 , rJm,Q˘r s “
´m
2
´ r
¯
Q˘m`r
tQ˘r ,Q˘s u “ ˘pPr`s ` . . . q , tQ`r ,Q´s u “ 0 (A.6)
We see that the RHS has a negative sign in front of P for one of the generators. Therefore
this also cannot be identified with the super-BMS3 algebra.
One might be tempted to redress this by inserting a factor of i:
Q`r “ lim
ǫÑ0
?
ǫQr , Q
´
r “ lim
ǫÑ0
i
?
ǫ Q¯r (A.7)
but unfortunately this implies that the hermiticity condition on Q´ is violated. Thus we
really get nothing new.
Finally, let us comment on a proposal in Ref.[33]. These authors propose to recover the
SGCA (A.4) by defining an “inhomogeneous scaling” for the supercharges:
Q1r “ lim
ǫÑ0
ǫ pQ`n ˘ iQ´´nq , Q2r “ lim
ǫÑ0
pQ`n ¯ iQ´´nq . (A.8)
Unfortunately this suffers from an analogous defect to Eq.(A.7) above, namely the super-
charges do not satisfy Qir
: “ Qi´r. Instead one finds that Q2r: „ 1ǫQ1´r and Q1r
: „ ǫQ2´r so
the hermiticity properties are incompatible with the scaling.
B Inequivalent N “ 2 super-BMS3 from (1,1) and (2,0) Virasoro
algebras
There is another way of constructing N “ 2 super BMS3 algebra than the one presented
in the main draft. To obtain this algebra we need to consider only one sector of super-
conformal algebra, which for definiteness can be taken to be the holomorphic sector, for
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the supercharges and the R-symmetry generators. The R-generators can be scaled in two
ways: Rm “ limǫÑ0 ǫRm or Sm “ limǫÑ0 Rm, while the remaining generators are scaled
as usual.
Let’s consider the first scaling. The commutation relations (4.3) will still be valid except
that there is no generator corresponding to S, so we find the algebra obtained by setting
S “ 0 there:
rPm,Rns “ 0 , rJm,Rns “ ´nRm`n , rRm,Rns “ 0
rPm,Q` ,ir s “ 0 , rJm,Q` ,ir s “
´m
2
´ r
¯
Q
` ,i
m`r
rRm,Q` ,ir s “ 0 , tQ` 1r ,Q` ,2s u “ 12 Pr`s ` 14 pr ´ sqRr`s `
c2
12
r2 δr`s,0 (B.1)
This is a consistent algebra, which differs from the N “ 2 BMS3 algebra we found before
because of the presence of the R generator. However this is not an R-symmetry since it
does not rotate the supercharges but instead commutes with them.
Next consider the second scaling, i.e. the generator Sm “ limǫÑ0 Rm. The algebra will
now look like:
rPm,Sns “ 0 , rJm,Sns “ ´nSm`n , rSm,Sns “ c1
3
mδm`n,0 ,
rPm,Q` ,ir s “ 0 , rJm,Q` ,ir s “
´m
2
´ r
¯
Q
` ,i
m`r
rSm,Q` ,1r s “ Q` 1m`r , rSm,Q` ,2r s “ ´Q` 2m`r
tQ` 1r ,Q` ,2s u “ 12 Pr`s `
c2
12
r2 δr`s,0 (B.2)
This time the generator S can be considered an R-symmetry generator since it rotates the
supercharges, but it does not appear on the RHS of the anticommutator of two Q’s. Hence,
although this seems to be a valid alternate super BMS3 algebra, it is not as rich as the one
presented in the main draft. Similar behavior will hold for higher extended algebras.
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